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Abstract: In this paper we introduce a new method of multi-criteria analysis: the 

multiplicative method. We present some advantages of this method over the other 

commonly used multi-criteria methods such as the low-calculation complexity, the 

prevention of favouritism of alternatives and  the cutting out of alternatives which do not 

satisfy an absolutely important criterion. We also present an example of the application of 

this method in a concrete situation: the choice of a brand name for Gornja Trepca Spa 

advertising. 
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INTRODUCTION  
 

We handle many multi-criteria problems of various importance everyday, most of which are 

resolved intuitively. Making a decision implies that there are alternative choices to be considered. 

For a given set of alternatives and a set of decision criteria, it is only natural to ask what the best 

alternative is. Scientifically, the multi-criteria decision problem is reduced to the task of comparison 

among a number of alternatives evaluated by a great number of different criteria (most often with 

different relative importance for making the decision).  

The first difficulty we face when using different criteria for making a decision is the domain of 

values that each criterion can take. Some criteria take qualitative values (described subjectively) 

while others take quantitative ones (measured numerically). For instance, the price of a car is 

numerical and the comfort rating is qualitative.  

The main task of an analyst is to understand the preference of the decision-maker and to 

develop a model that describes this preference. In a multi-criteria value model the decision-maker's 

preference in relation to a set of alternatives is given by a utility function which is the result of 
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aggregation of value functions assigned to each criterion. The most commonly used aggregation 

function is the weighted sum, which is attractive due to its low complexity, but other aggregation 

functions can also be applied [1]. For instance, very popular are the non-additive approaches, where 

the aggregation function is not a linear combination of partial preferences (such as Chouqet integral 

[2]). Several methods involve complex calculations, so finding an optimal value can be a lengthy 

process. When making a choice, there is a tendency to make the decision-making process as 

efficient as possible. Selecting a method of optimisation depends on the type of problem to be 

solved, the knowledge and experience of the decision-maker in the field of multi-criteria analysis, 

as well as the technology issues taken into consideration [3, 4]. 

During the previous decades, searching for an optimal decision (solution) led to many decision 

methods and techniques that were proposed and elaborated within the scientific disciplines such as 

operations research, management science, computer science and statistics [e.g. 5-11]. In 

combination with the use of modern computers many of these methods have had an extensive 

software support. Multi-criteria decision analysis has been used in a wide variety of fields such as 

energy management, environmental planning, public services, healthcare, transportation, logistics, 

marketing, human resources management and finance [e.g. 12-24]. Multi-criteria decision analysis 

approaches have been widely used by public entities, firms and organisations [25]. For an overview 

of the available methods for solving multi-criteria decision problems, we refer to Figueira et al. 

[26], Hwang and Yoon [1], Radojicic and Zizovic [27], Triantaphyllou [28] and Zeleny [29]. 

For most multi-criteria decision methods it is common that introducing new alternatives into a 

model can change the rank of starting alternatives; see for example Zizovic and Damljanovic [30]. 

The lattice procedure introduced by Zizovic et al. [3] offers a possibility to avoid this situation, but 

this method is complex. In this paper we introduce a new method for multi-criteria decision 

analysis, namely the multiplicative multi-criteria decision method, which is based on the 

multiplicative aggregation function. This method is efficient and conducive to applications and its 

main advantage over most other methods is that it stabilises the decision process so that newly 

added alternatives do not change the order of starting alternatives.  
 
MULTIPLICATIVE METHOD 
 

In all practical problems associated with the selection and assessment, the number of 

alternatives is limited. Therefore, our focus concentrates on the problems with a finite number of 

alternatives. In this case a multi-criteria decision problem may be described using a decision matrix 

given in Table 1.  

Suppose there are m  alternatives, 1 2, , , ,mA A A  to be assessed based on n  maximisation 

criteria, 1 2, , , nK K K . A decision matrix is an m n -matrix with each element ija  being the j -th 

criterion value of the i -th alternative; that is, ija  is the degree in which alternative iA  satisfies 

criterion jK  ( 0 1ija  ). Notice that we assume that all criteria are of the maximisation type 

(because all criteria of the minimisation type can be transformed into the maximisation type). 

In the multiplicative multi-criteria method each criterion jK  is associated with a degree of 

importance j  
(0 1)j  of the decision. Here we assume that all the criteria are arranged in 

strictly descending order, in the sense that the first criterion has the greatest importance and each 

following criterion has less importance for the decision than the  previous one. 
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   Table 1.  Decision matrix 
 

 1K  2K    nK  

1A  11a  12a    1na  

2A  21a  22a    2na  

         

mA  1ma  2ma   mna  

 

Given a decision matrix for a particular multi-criteria problem, it is naturally assumed that all 

alternatives are usually efficient, there being no alternative dominated by any other. When an 

alternative is better according to one criterion, the other is better according to the other criterion. 

Therefore, incomparability holds for all pair-wise comparisons. 

To decide which alternative is the best solution, it is necessary to have some additional piece 

of information on the preference relation of the decision-maker. For example, it can be a reference 

point or minimal suitable value. To develop a multiplicative model that describes the preference 

relation, we use one hypothetical alternative, 1 2( , , , )nA a a a , where 1 2, , , na a a  are degrees in 

which hypothetical alternative A  satisfies criteria 1 2, , , nK K K  respectively.  

Each alternative iA  from the starting set of alternatives 1 2{ , , , }mA A A  is compared with the 

hypothetical alternative A. Using appropriate calculation, its position with respect to this 

hypothetical alternative, whether it is better than the hypothetical alternative or not, is determined.  

Also, we calculate how much each alternative iA  is better or worse than the hypothetical alternative 

A, and in that way we decide the final rank of alternatives from the starting set of alternatives 

1 2{ , , , }mA A A . 

In a multiplicative multi-criteria value model, the decision-maker's preference relation to the 

set of alternatives is given by the function nv  which maps the set of alternatives 1 2{ , , , }mA A A  into 

real numbers. For each alternative iA , we have  
 

1 1 2 2
1 2

1 2

( ) 1 1 1i i in n
n i n

n

a a a a a a
v A

a a a
  

      
           
     

 .  (1) 

 
This can be expressed as 

1

( ) 1
n

ik k
n i k

k k

a a
v A

a




 
   

 
 .    (2) 

 
If pA  and qA  are two alternatives from the starting set of alternatives 1 2{ , , , },mA A A  then we 

say that alternative pA  is preferred over alternative qA  if and only if ( ) ( )n p n qv A v A . For this, we 

use the following notation: 

( ) ( )p q n p n qA A v A v A  .    (3) 
 
If  ( ) ( )n p n qv A v A

 
for two alternatives pA  and ,qA  then we can omit the last criterion (which 

is the criterion of the lowest importance for the decision since all criteria are arranged in descending 

order) and the function 1nv   is given by 
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 ,    (4) 

for any iA  from the starting set of alternatives 1 2{ , , , }mA A A . 

Therefore, in this case we say that pA  is preferred over alternative qA  if and only if 

( ) ( )n p n qv A v A  and  1 1( ) ( )n p n qv A v A  , and we use the following notation: 
 

1 1( ) ( ), ( ) ( )p q n p n q n p n qA A v A v A v A v A    .  (5) 
 
Further, if ( ) ( )n p n qv A v A  and 1 1( ) ( )n p n qv A v A   for two alternatives pA  and ,qA  then we 

observe the function 2nv   defined by 

2

2
1

( ) 1
n

ik k
n i k

k k

a a
v A

a







 
   

 
 ,    (6) 

for any iA  from the starting set of alternatives 1 2{ , , , }mA A A , and the preference of alternative pA  

over alternative qA  is defined by 
 

1 1 2 2( ) ( ), ( ) ( ), ( ) ( )p q n p n q n p n q n p n qA A v A v A v A v A v A v A       .  (7) 
 
Clearly, this procedure can be repeated and it ends when the first (the most important) criterion 

is taken into account. 
 

Theorem 1.  Let pA  and qA  be two alternatives from the starting set of alternatives 

1 2{ , , , }mA A A . Then pA  and qA  are indifferent if and only if they are identically equal, i.e. if 

pk qka a  holds for all 1, 2, ,k n  . 
 
Proof: If pk qka a  holds for all 1, 2, ,k n  , then clearly we have 

1 1 2 2( ) ( ), ( ) ( ), , ( ) ( )p q p q n p n qv A v A v A v A v A v A   ;  thus, pA  and qA  are indifferent alternatives.  

Conversely, let us suppose that pA  and qA  are indifferent alternatives, i.e. 

1 1 2 2( ) ( ), ( ) ( ), , ( ) ( )p q p q n p n qv A v A v A v A v A v A   . Then from 1 1( ) ( )p qv A v A  we have 

1 1 1 1

1 1

1 1

1 1p qa a a a

a a
 

 
     . So we obtain 1 1p qa a . Further, from 2 2( ) ( )p qv A v A  and 1 1p qa a  

we have 2 2p qa a . Repeating this procedure n  times we obtain 1 1p qa a , 2 2p qa a , ... , 

, 1 , 1.p n q na a   Hence ( ) ( )n p n qv A v A  implies pn qna a . Thus, pA and qA  are identically equal. 
 

Theorem 2.  Let pA  be an alternative from the starting set of alternatives 1 2{ , , , }mA A A . Then 

( ) 0n pv A   if and only if 1k   and 0pka   for some {1, 2, , }k n  . 
 
Proof:  Assume that ( ) 0n pv A  . Then there exists {1, 2, , }k n   such that 

1 0pk k

k

k

a a

a



   . 

Thus, we have (1 ) 0k k k pka a    , 
and since 0, 0k pka a   and 0 1k  , we get 

(1 ) 0k ka   and 0k pka  . This gives us 1k   and 0pka  . 

Conversely, if for some {1, 2, , },k n   1k   and 0pka  , then we have  

1 1 1 0.
pk k

k

k

a a

a
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So it follows that ( ) 0n pv A  . 

Corollary 1.  For arbitrary alternative pA , we have ( ) 0n pv A  . 

Proof:  This follows immediately from the proof of Theorem 2. 
 
Corollary 2.  If alternative pA  does not satisfy an absolutely important criterion, then ( ) 0n pv A  . 

Proof:  Let jK  be an absolutely important criterion; then 1j  . If alternative pA  does not satisfy 

criterion jK , then 0pja  , and by Theorem 2 we obtain ( ) 0n pv A  . 
 

It can be noticed that many multi-criteria decision methods which are based on an additive 

aggregation function allow some kind of compensation between criteria. The low performance of an 

important criterion can be redeemed in the overall aggregation by the good performance of a few 

other less important criteria. In view of Theorem 2 and Corollary 2, the multiplicative multi-criteria 

decision method provides that an important piece of information must be preserved. If an alternative 

does not satisfy an absolutely important criterion, then its overall aggregation value is zero. 
  

Theorem 3. The rank of alternatives from the set 1 2{ , , , }mA A A  obtained by the multiplicative 

method with respect to the given hypothetical alternative 1 2( , , , )nA a a a  remains the same in the 

case that the starting set of alternatives is expanded by new alternatives 1 2{ , , , }sB B B . 
 
Proof:  Using the iterative procedure defined and described by formulas (1) - (7), we obtain a 
partial-order relation on the arbitrary set of alternatives. Let   denote the partial-order relation on 
the set 1 2{ , , , }mA A A  induced by functions nv , and let   denote the partial-order relation on the 

set 1 2 1 2{ , , , , , , , }m sA A A B B B   induced by functions nu . If pA  and qA  are two alternatives from 

the starting set of alternatives 1 2{ , , , }mA A A , then we have ( ) ( )n p n pv A u A  and ( ) ( )n q n qv A u A . So 

we have p qA A  if and only if p qA A . 
 

It is well known that most of the multi-criteria decision methods suffer from a structuring 

problem in the sense that it is possible to obtain a reverse rank of alternatives by the introduction of 

new alternative options. By Theorem 3, the multiplicative multi-criteria decision method preserves 

that rank so that there are no possibilities of favouring or manipulating alternative ranking by taking 

new alternatives into account. 
 

Corollary 3.  No alternative can be favoured by adding new alternatives.  
Proof:  By Theorem 3, adding new alternatives to the multi-criteria model does not rearrange the 

rank of previously introduced alternative choices, so no alternative can be favoured.  
 
APPLICATION - ADVERTISING OF GORNJA TREPCA SPA 
 

In this section we give an application of the introduced multiplicative method. We picked the 

advertising of Gornja Trepca Spa and the choice of a celebrity person who would best suit the task. 

The atomic Spa in Gornja Trepca, Serbia, is known outside of the borders of Serbia for the 

treatment of rheumatic and neurological diseases, thanks to the unique composition of its water, 

with an optimal content of rare elements such as cesium, lithium, strontium, cobalt and uranium. It 

is a type of mineral water with mild radioactive properties, which positively affects the human 

body. One of the advantages of this Spa, in addition to the healing water, is the expertise of the 

medical staff and the application of modern methods of treatment. To increase the number of guests 

who come for diagnosis and therapy, or as tourists who prefer a quiet place and walk, the 

management of the Spa considered promotion through TV, billboards, Internet, etc. It was noted 
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that a celebrity person could provide an additional beneficial brand for the promoting campaign. In  

the selection of brand name, the following alternative choices were considered. 

Alternatives 

1A : A former athlete, a football player from one of the most famous clubs, who had several 

times played in the national team. Because of the meniscus surgery, he moves with 
difficulty and uses the Spa to relieve rheumatism.  

2A : A retired actress, known for her roles in numerous films and TV series, who often 

played roles in dramas and performed as a comedian. Now she occasionally performs 
and comes to Spa for examination and treatment. 

3A : A former athlete, a basketball player who played in several clubs and the national team. 

He comes to Spa because of the degenerative changes in the spine. 

4A : A retired journalist who still occasionally gives reports on the local television. He uses 

the Spa because of the digestive problems and rheumatism. 
Criteria 

1C : The level of trust for the person who promotes the Spa. 

2C : The level of positive visual impact of the person who promotes the Spa. 

3C : The level of positive emotions elicited by the person who promotes the Spa. 

4C : The level of credibility of the person who promotes the Spa. 
 
The managers of the Spa regularly questioned the guests for information on their satisfaction 

of the Spa treatments. During May-September 2013, the interview list contained additional 

questions concerning advertising of the Spa; more than 1000 guests were questioned. According to 

the database provided by the representative of the Spa owners and doctors (two of them are 

managers of the Spa), we had obtained a set of values by statistical analysis of the database, i.e. the 

values of alternatives 1 2 3 4, , ,A A A A  with respect to criteria 1 2 3 4, , ,C C C C  presented by a decision 

matrix given in Table 2. The values of degree of criteria importance (Table 3) and those of the 

reference point representing the acceptable suitable values of this case study (Table 4) were also 

obtained from results of this questioning and from the suggestions of the Spa team.  

 

   Table 2.  Decision matrix of the case study 
 

 1K  2K  3K  4K  

1A  0.80 0.60 0.80 0.75 

2A  0.90 0.85 0.95 0.70 

3A  0.90 0.55 0.90 0.80 

4A  0.80 0.90 0.60 0.60 

 

       Table 3.  Degree of importance of each criterion 
 

1K  2K  3K  4K  

1.00 0.90 0.80 0.70 

 

    Table 4.  Reference points 
 

 1K  2K  3K  4K  

A  0.80 0.70 0.80 0.70 
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Using formula (2), we obtained the values of function 4v  for the set of alternatives 

1 2 3 4, , ,A A A A . These values are given in Table 5. 

 
Table 5.  Values of 4v  for the alternatives 
 

 4v  

1A  0.915 

2A  1.543 

3A  1.096 

4A  0.905 

 

Thus, by (3) we have 2 3 1 4A A A A   , meaning that 2A  is the best alternative choice. 

Since the difference 4 1 4( ) ( ) 0.543v A v A  , we can conclude that 2A  significantly overlaps the 

acceptable suitable values. The differences between 1 3 4, ,A A A  and A  are -0.085, 0.096 and -0.095 

respectively, so all these alternatives are close to the reference points and are a good choice of 
celebrity person for Spa advertising but alternative 2A  is much better. Thus, our suggestion to the 

Spa management is the alternative choice 2A . 
 

CONCLUSIONS
  

In this paper we have introduced and studied the multiplicative multi-criteria decision method. 

The overall value of aggregation function calculated by this method preserves information on the 

performance of highly important criteria and adding new alternatives does not rearrange previously 

introduced alternatives. The parameters of the aggregation function (weights and utility functions) 

will be the subject of study in our further research. 
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